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Hearing Around The House
Open floor concepts, high vaulted ceilings
and hardwood floors – oh my! If you watch
HGTV or know someone who has recently
built a new home, you’ll notice that these
homeowner must-haves are all the rage
nowadays. Architects are catering to the
new wave of homeowners who want wide
open spaces and lots of natural light.
Audiologists couldn’t be…unhappier. These
types of layouts may be aesthetically
pleasing, but acoustically, they’re a nightmare
for people with and without hearing loss.
When sound and speech have too much
space to bounce around, or refract off hard
surfaces, it creates a reverberant environment that echoes. People
may notice that they have trouble hearing their favorite television shows
and are unable to hear around the house or dinner table due to sound
bouncing around the room too much. The same acoustic scenario is often
found in churches.
Recently, one of our patients and his wife moved out of their threebedroom ranch, which had small sectioned rooms with low ceilings. His
hearing aids served him well at his old house, but upon moving into the
new house he had trouble hearing his wife and the television. His new
home had the trifecta – open concept, high ceilings and hardwood floors
throughout. The patient is now living in a much more challenging listening
environment. Luckily, we are always able to adjust and fine tune hearing
aids to reflect these types of changes in a person’s life.

• Smart 911

Another patient, who is widowed and often visits her daughter and son-inlaw’s home, hears fine around her own house – an old duplex built in the
1970’s with low ceilings and sectioned rooms. However, when she joins
her daughter’s family for Sunday dinners, she has trouble understanding
the conversation around the dinner table, and has difficulty hearing the
television in their living room. Her daughter’s two-story Victorian-style
home was built in 2012, and has high vaulted ceilings in the living and
dining areas.

• Quota International
& HES’ Charitable
Programs

We bet most of you have experienced similar issues, whether it be in
your own home or at a friend or family member’s. It’s important to be
conscious and realistic about the listening situations we put ourselves in.
Many will find that the acoustic environment can be an essential factor,
just as important as temperature and lighting.

• Comings, Goings
& Welcomes
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Comings, Goings, and Welcomes

Coming
Join us in welcoming our incoming 2016-2017 Doctoral Residents, Tara Bodziak, Brianna Wojnar and Sean
Fuster.
Tara will work in the Orchard Park office. You may
recognize her as she has spent the last two semesters of
her clinical rotation with HES. She has a bachelor’s degree
in communicative disorders as well as a bachelor’s degree
in business administration from UB. Brianna will work at
the Williamsville office. Born and raised in Buffalo, Brianna
completed two bachelor’s degrees at UB in Spanish and
speech and hearing science. Sean is from Ossining, NY – a Tara Bodziak Sean Fuster Brianna Wojnar
suburb outside of NYC. He graduated from SUNY Geneseo
with a bachelor’s degree in speech and hearing-handicaps, during which time he provided speech therapy
services to the local community members and spent his summers working with adults and children with
special needs.
Going
In May, we celebrated the graduation of our 2015-2016 Doctoral Audiology Residents: Matt Johnson and
Sarah Hayes. Matt and Sarah have been exceptional and set the bar high for our incoming 2016-2017
Doctoral Residents. Many of you have been seen by either Matt or Sarah and can probably speak to what
incredible audiologists they will go on to be. They will be greatly missed!
This past May, Sarah graduated with her dual degree in audiology (AuD) and Neuroscience (PhD). Sarah
is a native of Hamburg and will be staying on with us for the summer before she moves on. Matt also
graduated this past May with his degree in audiology. Matt also holds an undergraduate degree from Utah
State University. Matt returned to his home in California where he has found a job as a clinical audiologist.
Welcome
Join us in welcoming our newest support staff employee, Stephanie Hilbert. Stephanie is our Management
Assistant. While you may not see her in our patient offices, know that she is working hard behind the
scenes to ensure that Hearing Evaluation Services remains the premier audiology practice in Western New
York! Stephanie now handles all of the applications for our philanthropic financial assistance program, the
Dr. Ann Stadelmaier Hearing Aid Fund, and works closely with our team of managers at HES to ensure a
great patient experience!
If you haven’t heard, HES has also grown in other “small” ways. In the last seven months, four HES
employees have produced SIX babies! Dr. Jennifer Sutton gave birth to a baby girl in November 2015.
Valerie Clark got married and is now Valerie Schmidt; she and her husband had twin boys in March 2016.
Dr. Nicole Ball also gave birth to twin boys in April 2016 and Dr. Nicole Baumgartner had a baby girl in
May 2016. We feel truly blessed to have had our HES family grow and hope you’ll congratulate all of the
hardworking mothers when you see them next! No babies yet for Dr. Rebecca Wantuck, but in July she
became Dr. Witter! Congratulations to all!
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Smart 911

Our recent connection with Quota International put another
initiative on our radar that we think some of our patients
could benefit from.
Quota International is working to bring “Smart 911” to Erie
County. “Smart 911” provides families in the U.S. with tools
that strengthen the effectiveness of emergency services.

“Smart 911” is a national public safety service wherein citizens can create free, online Safety Profiles for their
households. A household’s Safety Profile can include any information one wants 911 and response teams to
have access to during an emergency, including bedroom locations or medical conditions such as hearing and
speech impairments. While some may be skeptical about listing information online, know that “Smart 911” is a
safe database that’s as secure and confidential as a doctor’s office. This program was designed for patients
whose hearing loss is so profound that they are unable to hear or communicate over the phone, which is a major
concern when trying to use 911’s traditional phone service. In the event of an emergency, a deaf or severely hardof-hearing sufferer could call 911, and “Smart 911” would automatically pull up that person’s location, alert family
members, and give the dispatcher all necessary information to get that individual help as quickly as possible.
What a reassuring service for family members! This service isn’t exclusively for the deaf; it could be used by
anyone who thinks they could benefit, including the elderly, individuals with physical impairments and more.
Visit www.Smart911.com to create a Safety Profile for your household. Doing so will help illustrate the collective
need for this service, especially amongst the deaf and hard-of-hearing. We also urge residents to reach out to
their local Assemblymen and women, and ask for their support in adopting this program.

Thank You To Quota International

HES Charitable Programs

We would like to extend a heartfelt thanks to Quota
International for naming Hearing Evaluation Services
the recipient of an $800 donation.

At HES, we believe in giving back to our community.
Goodwill programs like the Dr. Ann Stedelmaier
Hearing Aid Fund, the Reconditioned Hearing Aid
Program, Finger Lakes Hearing Aid Program, the
Lions Club and Mission Trips to Guatemala allow
us to help those in need and contribute to our
community and beyond in meaningful ways.

Quota International is a non-profit organization
dedicated to supporting communities across the
globe and provide resources and services to
individuals with hearing and speech impairments.
Like Quota International, HES is a not-for-profit that
believes in the importance of community involvement
and philanthropic endeavors. HES is proud to
share the same values with Quota International,
and honored to receive recognition from such an
upstanding organization.

In addition to these programs, HES has recently
partnered with the Erie County Clerk’s Office to
offer a program for veterans called “Thank A Vet.”
Visit our website to learn more!

To learn more about Quota International, visit
www.QuotaInternational.org.
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Hearing Humor:
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